PUNJAB EXAMINATION COMMISSION
EXAMINATION 2017, GRADE-5
ISLAMIAT PART- A (Objective Type Paper)
Part -A:30 Marks, Part- B:30 Marks, Nazra:40 Marks, Total:100 Marks

General Instructions:
(1) Read carefully and attempt all questions.
(2) Encircle the correct option of each MCQ as shown in the example below:

Example:
When is Eid-ul-Azha celebrated?
10th Shawwl (b) 1st Shawwl (a)
10th Zil Hajj (d) 1st Zil Hajj (c)

(3) Use black/blue ink for writing. Use of lead pencil is not allowed.
(4) If more than one option is encircled in a question, no mark will be given.

Part A (Multiple Choice Questions)

The Holy Prophet said that Hazrat Salman Farsi was his:
family member (b) subordinate (a)
brother (d) friend (c)

Instructions: Fifteen Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs) are given in this part. Each question carries two marks.
According to the Holy Quran, for acquiring the love of Allah, it is essential to follow the:

(a) religious scholars  
(b) Holy Prophet

(c) parents  
(d) teachers

By following the Sunnah of Hazrat Ibraheem, Muslims sacrifice animals:

(a) on Eid-ul-Adha  
(b) on Eid-ul-Fitr

(c) in Moharram  
(d) during the month of Ramazan

About the procedure of offering prayer and detail of prayer timings, guidance comes from:

(a) Sunnah of Holy Prophet  
(b) Quran

(c) History  
(d) Fiqqah

On offering one prayer in Masjid-e- Nabvi, one earns the reward equal to that of offering:

(a) five thousand prayers  
(b) ten thousand prayers

(c) one lac prayers  
(d) fifty thousand prayers

In the Battle of Uhud, who committed treason against the Muslims?

(a) hypocrites  
(b) anser

(c) pagans of Makkah  
(d) muhajireen

From Muakhat-e-Madina, we learn the lesson of:

(a) kindness  
(b) forgiveness

(c) tolerance  
(d) sacrifice
The Holy Prophet ﷺ gathered all tribes of Madina to:

(a) develop brotherhood (Muakhat)
(b) establish equality
(c) preach Islam
(d) maintain law and order

On which occasion did the Holy Prophet ﷺ show the excellent example of fulfilment of promise?

(a) Muakhat-e-Madina
(b) Treaty of Hudaibia
(c) Ghazwa-e-Khadaq
(d) Ghazwa-e-Badr

According to the saying of the Holy Prophet ﷺ, who will not get poor?

(a) one who is extravagant
(b) one who trades
(c) one who is a miser
(d) one who adopts moderation

The worship which develops patience in man is:

(a) prayer
(b) fasting
(c) zakat (alms giving)
(d) jihad

According to the saying of the Holy Prophet ﷺ, the best person is the one who:

(a) learns the Holy Quran himself and makes it learn to others
(b) recites the Holy Quran loudly
(c) listens to the Holy Quran
(d) recites the Holy Quran in melodious voice
The source of attaining success in life hereafter is:

- taking revenge
- forgiving others
- getting wealth
- doing extravagancy

One of the services of Hazrat Usman Ghani rendered for Islam is:

- getting the Holy Quran translated
- establishing the naval fleet
- introducing Hijrah year
- establishing of Bait-ul-mal(state treasury)

In the period of ignorance, Hazrat Khalid Bin Waleed's family had the responsibility of:

- leading the tribes of Quraish
- being trustee(Mutwalli)of Baitullah
- being the chief of army
- supplying water to the pilgrims